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4 Localizações indicadas 

Tripolia Bazaar 

"Specialty Stores"

Situated near the City Palace, Tripolia Bazaar is mainly a cluster of shops

selling ironware, brassware, and carpets. The small stores offer high-

quality and durable utensils as well as exquisite furniture to pretty up your

home. The colorful range of carpets is something you cannot miss, as

each one reflects Indo-Heratic art embellished with motifs and delicate

designs. If accessories are your thing, walk up to the Maniharon Ka Rasta

stores selling stunning lac bangles. Open seven days of the week, Tripolia

Bazaar is a popular destination with shoppers and rightly so!

 +91 141 511 0598 (Tourist Information)  Tripolia Bazaar Road, Intersection of Tripolia Bazaar and

Chaura Rasta, Jaipur

Johari Bazaar 

"Bedazzled!"

Jaipur is known as 'Gem City of India', and Johari Bazaar is a magnificent

testament to this fact. The finest ethnic jewelry including gold, silver,

precious and semi-precious stones are displayed at all the stores in this

market. The endearing collection features pendants, earrings, necklaces,

bangles and other accessories that are intricately designed by skilled

artisans. For those who are ready to shell out a bit more, the Kundan and

Minakari art are some of the luxuriant and exquisite choices in jewelry.

Also, it is best to be well informed about gemstones before you enter

here.

 +91 141 515 5100 (Tourist Information)  Johari Bazaar Road, Jaipur

Bapu Bazaar 

"Jaipur's Shopping Hub"

A city of strange blends when it comes to shopping, Jaipur is where you

will find malls selling branded stuff and also glorious old fashioned

bazaars which refuse to go out of style. On such example is that of Bapu

Bazaar, where best bargains on Mojris, perfumes and traditional tie-and-

dye textiles are available. Embroidered shoes made of camel skin is yet

another specialty here. This bazaar is one among the six important

bazaars of Jaipur and is very popular with the tourists. And if at all you

want to take a break from the riot of sights, sounds and colors, indulge in

some local snacks sold by roadside vendors. Trust this place to take up a

lot of your time as it has so much to offer.

 +91 141 511 0598 (Tourist Information)  Bapu Bazaar Road, Jaipur

https://cityseeker.com/pt/jaipur/402864-tripolia-bazaar
https://cityseeker.com/pt/jaipur/405551-johari-bazaar
https://cityseeker.com/pt/jaipur/402863-bapu-bazaar
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Nehru Bazaar 

"Shopper's Paradise"

Jaipur is a city of vibrant colors and the bazaars or markets here, are a

testimony to this. The Nehru Bazaar is one of the famous market places in

Jaipur that tops every shopper's and tourist's list. It proves to be a

potpourri of sorts offering a whole range of things to shop, from exotic

Rajasthani fabrics, bangles, carpets to camel leather items, gems, mojris

and many more. Without visiting the bazaar, your trip remains incomplete.

The market remains closed on Tuesdays.

 Nehru Bazar Road, Near Ajmer Gate, Jaipur
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